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Rudolph Valentino wears
a Tank watch in The Son
of the Sheik, 1926.

7 Hollywood and the producers of luxury goods enjoy a wonderful

symbiotic relationship, everything from the cars, handbags and clothes

undergo scrupulous inspection by the masses of moviegoers. The

perfect stage, therefore, for a brand to show off its handiwork.

Imran Khan

The
Hollywoodwatch

It’s not just a western phenomenon either,

Bollywood is in on the act, and stars such as

Aishwarya Rai (Longines ambassador) and Shah

Rukh Khan (Tag Heuer ambassador) vie with the

likes of Hollywood’s Brad Pitt and Uma Thurman.

Whilst product placement is today a given norm, it

is perhaps worth remembering that often the

vintage watches that attract the most attention are

those bought by the stars themselves. Indeed two

of the most famous Hollywood watches the James
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David Chronenberg’s new thriller, Eastern Promises, sees three of the main characters
sporting Jaeger LeCoultre timepieces. Viggo Mortensen (above left) with a Master Control 
in steel on a bracelet, Vincent Cassel (above right) with a new Reverso Squadra, a titanium
chronograph in a square case and Armin Meuller-Stahl a Reverso Grande Reserve with 
a 8-day power reserve movement. Pictured are Mortensen and Cassel.Jaeger LeCoultre Reverso featured in Batman Forever, 1995

Fleming chose the Sub because of its qualities
to double up as a knuckle-duster, ouch!

actors wearing Monacos. The most famous being 

the aforementioned Shah Rukh Khan, who sports 

a Monaco 69.

It is fair to say that icons like the Tank and Reverso

have contributed as much to the film industry by

being recognizable icons, as they would be collectable

even without the big screen. The Monaco though,

aptly demonstrates how a watch has benefited from

the silver screen, but if it was the first successful

example than others have come and emulated its

success, becoming instantly reconisable and desirable. 

The Space Age 
The Hamilton Ventura is prime example, desired by

fans of Elvis Presley, it was his personal watch and

wore it the 1961 film Blue Hawaii. Interest in the

watch was further enhanced with its choice as the

watch to wear for the Men in Black defenders of the

Earth! A choice no doubt helped by its eclectic design.

Omega too has recognised the merits of brand

placement, especially when one of the watches is a

real life space hero. In Apollo 13, all the astronauts

naturally wore Speedmasters. The critical burn prior

to re-entry in the fraught journey home in the LEM

was captured with a close up of the venerable

Speedmaster chronograph in action, if that did not

make you want one, you have no blood in your veins! 

But perhaps the most successful ever product

placement has been the Omega Seamaster 300, with

blue dial and bezel, and laser! Of course it’s the Bond

watch, it is probably the most recognizable modern

movie watch. 

The Heavies 
Panerai as a brand has Hollywood securely under 

the thumb! It is one of the most flourishing brands

within the industry, and it appears they can do no

wrong! Their success has certainly been aided by

their frequent appearances in action films,

adorned by some of the biggest names

in Hollywood. The first use of Panerai

was from the two (literally)

heavyweights, Arnie and Sly. 

The Panerai debuted in Eraser

with Schwarzenegger (given

as a gift to him by Sly). 

This was followed by Stallone

wearing a Panerai Luminor in

daylight. Rap star DMX took

up the challenge with his

40 mm Panerai automatic

In 1995, Officine Panerai
created a special edition,
limited to 200, with actor
Sylvester Stallone, hence 
the name “Sly Tech”. Sly Tech
Daylight Officine Panerai,
Firenze, Luminor Daylight. 

Bond Submariners (early pre-crown guard

models from the late 50’s and early 60’s),

and the Cartier Tank, achieved their film

star status more by default than any

grand marketing plan. 

The Classics
Most probably the first movie star watch

was the iconic Cartier Tank. Cartier was

already an established purveyor of luxury

goods and possession of a Cartier item of

jewellery was already a given as a status

symbol. They were also one of the first

great advocates of the wristwatch, so it

was hardly surprising that Hollywood’s

first superstar sex symbol, Rudolf

Valentino wore his Cartier tank watch in

the 1921 production The Sheikh. He also

wore it in the sequel from 1926, The Son

of the Sheikh. The Tank has become and

enduring symbol of status and uber

sophistication, and the A list of celebrities

who have been enchanted by this most

simple and discreet watch is astounding

and includes Fred Astaire, Warren Beatty,

Elizabeth Taylor, Brigitte Bardot, Frank

Sinatra, Cary Grant, Jacqueline Kennedy

Onassis, Ingrid Bergman, Henry Fonda

and Bob Hope. With such an esteemed

list, it’s no wonder that it has a prolific

popularity and is quite rightly considered

an icon within the watch industry.

The Tank is not the only icon to have

captured the attention of Hollywood 

and its stars, another art deco design 

has equally established itself as firm

favourite, perhaps it might have

something to do with its unique swivel

case! Of course it is Jaegers-LeCoultre’s

inimitable Reverso. The first time I saw

the late Sir John Mills “fiddling with 

that infernal watch!” in Above Us The

Waves (1956), I knew I had to have one!

The swivel case of course had to have 

a role in Hollywood, and sure enough

Batman came to exploit its unique 

ability by using the non-dial side as a

miniature TV screen, in Batman Forever

(1995). I guess it must have been the

quartz version!

Pierce Brosnan wore a Reverso in the

1999 remake of the Thomas Crown

Affair, but strangely the dial had no

signature on it! More recently, Vincent

Cassel, who acted in Irreversible (2002),

wore a Reverso Squadra for his role in

Eastern Promises (2007), while co-stars

Viggo Mortensen and Armin Mueller-Stahl

sported a Master and a Reverso Grande

Reserve, respectively.

The Icons
It was perhaps TAG Heuer who first

exploited the big screen to gain maximum

exposure for its Monaco Chronograph, in

the 1971 racing classic, Le Mans, and

what a great actor they chose, none other

than the legendary Steve McQueen.

Throughout the film he is seen wearing

the blue dial automatic two register

version on a leather strap. It is no

coincidence that this McQueen version is

the most sought after of all vintage

Monacos and today are fetching upwards

of £3,000. Tag Heuer is no stranger to

Hollywood and their watches have 

made regular appearances in movies,

including Die Hard and Jerry Maguire.

Matt Damon relied on his Link watch in

the Bourne Ultimatum. What is really

surprising is the number of Bollywood
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The American actors, Clark Gable with his Cartier Tank watch and Stewart Granger with his gold Tank Cintrée
watch with its seven-row bracelet.
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Leaving Las Vegas to a pawn broker, 

“five hundred dollars, for a ’93 Daytona,

I’ll take it,” who says you can’t get a

Daytona for below list!

Just how much Hollywood influences the

collectors market is debatable. In essence

only the Newman and the Rolex Bond

Submariners and Le Mans Monaco have

really had any positive impact on their

desirability because of their Hollywood

connections. In reality bumper prices are

realised when actors/actresses sell their

own personal watches, just look at the

film watches sold at Omegamania. Both

the Brosnan and Craig watches hammered

with astounding results. One should

really not be surprised as the market for

these watches encompasses not only

watch enthusiast but also movie buffs.

At best the movies can help in the

subliminal advertising of modern

watches, whether they can turn them

into collectables is as history has shown 

a pipe dream. That is not to say of 

course some increased desirability may

occur due to a watches appearance in a

movie, who knows, maybe in twenty

years hence collectors will hanker for 

the Panerai “Transporter Chronograph”.

Or my favourite for the future, the 

IWC “Vanilla Sky” Mk XV! Oh and just 

to show the flipside, not all that

celebrities wear turns to gold, Jacob 

and Co., enough said! �

(Above) Bollywood actor Shah Rukh Khan owns a
Monaco 69, but also a TAG Heuer Link, as pictured
here. (Below) TAG Heuer launched the Monaco
Chronograph to iconic status when it appeared 
on the wrist of Steve McQueen in Le Mans, 1972. 

A rebellious anti-Rolex moment 
by Tarantino, his hero in Kill Bill
wore a fake steel Rolex Daytona!

(Left) Rolex has been the dominating force for
the James Bond watches and particularly with
the Submariners. This is an Oyster Perpetual,
200 m (660 ft), Submariner, Officially Certified
Chronometer. Made in 1958.

For Tomorrow Never Dies (1997),
Pierce Brosnan broke from tradition
and wore this Omega Seamaster
Professional, Chronometer, 300 m
(1,000 ft). In the film, gadget master
“Q” replaced the helium escape 
valve with a detonator, crafty!

in Exit Wounds, but perhaps the most

bizarre Panerai cinematic moment was

when Jason Statham wore his personal

Panerai chronograph in Transporter, and

used its chronograph function as an alarm

watch! Hugh Grant is another Panerai

admirer and wore a Panerai in Bridget

Jones’s Diary and Two Weeks Notice

(with the gorgeous Sandra Bullock!).

The Big Guns
Then of course there is Rolex, a brand so

synonymous with movie appearances it

may have its own place in www.imdb.com.

In fact one wonders whether the movie

industry needs Rolex or vice versa. It was

perhaps a rebellious anti-Rolex moment

by Tarantino, that his hero in Kill Bill wore

a steel Rolex Daytona – FAKE! Two of the

most famous Hollywood related watches

are the Paul Newman Daytona and the

James Bond Submariner. Just how the

Daytona became associated with the

blue-eyed mega star is matter of

controversy, some say he wore the now

famous three colour exotic dial Daytona
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The Hamilton Venture was a favorite of Elvis Presley and more recently appeared in Men in Black, 1997.

in the 1969 car racing film, Winning. Yet

close inspection of his wrists does not

give a positive identification. He did

however wear a white dialed version of

the ref. 6239 when he did an interview

for an Italian magazine, and his

picture on the front cover clearly

shows him wearing the watch.

Strangely Newman’s own watch

is a non-exotic dial plain Jane

black dial ref. 6263, which was

given to him by his wife. Another

famous Daytona wearer was Robert de

Niro, who had one in 15 Minutes (2001). 

And so to James Bond and his infamous

Submariner. Apparently Fleming chose

the Sub because of its qualities to 

double up as a knuckle-duster, ouch! 

The Submariners big moment was a

spectacular close up in Goldfinger, 

(a ref. 6538, now worth £25,000 in good

nick) although collectors now refer to all

pre crown guard models as James Bonds.

Roger Moore’s Bond chose the ref. 5513

Submariner (today £2,500), and a special

version with a buzz saw bezel was used

in Live and Let Die, the watch was

auctioned by Christies as part of a Bond

sale and was sold for £26,523, and that’s

without it having a working movement!

Strangely, the orange hand Explorer 2 is

now regularly referred to as the Steve

McQueen, I say strange because he 

never wore one as far as I can see his

favourite Rolex was Submariner non date

chronometer ref. 5512 (£5,000), with a

matt dial. It’s even been hinted that during

the filming of Le Mans, he would put his

Submariner on in between scenes, but he

did get to wear it in The Hunter (1980).

The Movie Scene
Of course these are just the tips of the

iceberg, the list of watches seen in the

movies is endless from humble Datejusts

(Harrison Ford, Michael Caine) to en

vogue Submariner Dates (Matt Dillon,

Sharon Stone). For me the greatest on

screen horological moment, eclipsing

even Bond’s specialist watches, was

Nicholas Cage selling his steel Daytona in

The Audemars Piguet have enjoyed a long association with Arnold Schwarzenegger, via their Royal Oak
Offshore range. For the film End of Days, AP produced this stainless steel automatic chronograph and 
for Terminator 3 – Rise of the Machines, this self-winding titanium chronograph.
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